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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
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teaching mechanism
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NATION

FACULTY SENATE

Obama signs student loan bill

Bylaw tabled,
awaiting
. .
revisions

By james Roedl
Staff Reporter
President Obama was in Virginia
Tuesday to sign a new student loan
bill into law.
The bill changes the lending system by making the federal government the source for all srudent loans.
"We stood with you. We stood
with America's students," Obama
said in his speech.
Eastern uses direct loans, which
are loans directly from the federal government. In effect, little will
change on campus; but at private intuitions and some universities, the
system of directing loans from the
government through private lenders
for a fee will end. The Congressio-
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President
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Obama
nal Budget Office reports a projected
savings of $62 billion over 10 years.
Of the money saved, $40 billion
will be put towards higher education.
This bill will require a change in
the administration of schools that
use private lenders. The bill will expand Pell grants, giving $36 bil-

lion to the program in the next 10
years.
Pell grants contribute to $ 8.6
million srudents' financial aid.
The repayment expectations of
15 percent will be reduced to 10
percent, and debt forgiveness after 25 years will be shortened to 20
years.
This bill will go into effect in
2014.
The people who will be affected
are those who go to private schools
or the few public universities that
have private loans available. They
will no longer be able to get these
private loans, but will receive the
same loan service from the government through the school.
Lenders like Salle Mae will no

longer be giving governmentbacked srudent loans.
According to a report by The Associated Press, Salle Mae will lose
close to one third of its work force to
direct loans.
Salle Mae and lenders like it will
still be able to service srudent loans
and make private loans that are unsubsidized and are not backed by the
government.
Schools like Southern Illinois Universiry and Blackburn College will
have to change the way the loan system works in the financial aid office.
Jan Kelsey, the financial aid director at Blackburn, said all students will be changed over from
Salle Mae to government direct
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EVENT

Take it out on 'Teach me Tuesday'
By Megan Tkacy
Staff Reporter
Students got a chance to learn ways to defend
themselves and even take out some pent up aggression at Tuesday's "Teach Me Tuesday" event,
focusing on self-defense.
The event was held from 4 to 6 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Universiry Union and was co-sponsored by Universiry Board and Alpha Phi Alpha as part of
Women's History and Awareness month.
The crowd was a mixture of men and women
who were led through self-defense techniques by
Chief Adam Due and Lt. Phillip Lung from the
Universiry Police Department.
Due began the program by informing the participants on why self-defense is important to be
familiar with.
"The important thing about self-defense is
using it to stay out of trouble," Due said. "A lot
of the techniques we teach today seem simple,
but I want everyone to focus on the practice of
those techniques."
Some of the best targets to aim for on the
body are the groin, chin, chest, shin and foot.
Due talked about how, if the thigh area hit specifically, the nerve that usually triggers "Charlie Horses" - this impact will trigger a synthetic reflex.
"Hitting that nerve in the thigh will take out
not only that leg, but the other leg as well, causing a synthetic reflect," Due said.
Both Due and Lung emphasized how one
should never underestimate their opponent.
"In all of the classes on self-defense we have
taught, it is always surprising because some of
the smallest people have the most force behind
their kicks and punches," Lung said.
Due showed everyone how to deliver a punch
that could be used as a good defense.
"The right punch means thumb on the outside of the fist, not on the inside, where it could
get broken," Due said. "Punch with your strong
arm while your other leg comes forward pushing
your weight into the punch."
The punch is the most common form of selfdefense, but Due said kicks are actually more
damaging to an opponent because the legs are
usually stronger than the arms.
Due brought up Brittany Staten, a sophomore sociology major, to demonstrate kicking
techniques to the rest of the class.
Staten, who saw a flyer for the event and decided to come, enjoyed the lessons she learned

TEACH ME, page 7

By Emily Steele
News Editor
Members of faculry senate tabled Article XIII
for another week to revise language regarding
the Illinois Freedom oflnformation Act.
Faculty Senate Chairman John Pommier opened the discussion with questions from
members about how petition signatures would
be verified by the executive committee.
Vice chairwoman Dawn VanCuren said, if the
bylaw were approved, they would not be able to
commit to one method of verification.
As the discussion continued, talk turned toward the section of the bylaw that reads "the
Senate asserts that petitions signature pages
are exempted from inspection or copying by
Section 7 of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act."
Senate Recorder Jonathan Coit has been
communicating with the State's Attorney office and said the privacy of the names on the
petitions may be upheld by FOIA, but there
is no way to know for certain if it would.
John Best, a psychology department professor, led much of the discussion regarding this
section.
"Our ignorance of the law does not allow us
to break it," Best said.
Members of faculry senate voted that revisions needed to be made to the information
about FOIA and tabled the bylaw until the next
meeting on April 6. Best will make revisions that
would further outline what FOIA would enable
the faculry senate to do.
"We want to be very careful when handling

BYLAW, page 7
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Distinguished
faculty member
awarded to
art professor
By Ashley Holstrom
Staff Reporter

AUDREY SAWYER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore sociology major Brittany Staten learns the proper way to kick in order to defend
herself during the "Teach Me Tuesday" self-defense class Tuesday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Meiko Fujiura never felt more challenged,
and a "good job" was never more fulfilling than
in her four semesters under Janet Marquardt's
instruction.
Marquardt is the recipient of this year's Distinguished Faculty Award, a prestigious honor that is presented to one faculry member each
year who excels in teaching, research, creative activiry and service.
Joy Russell, a member of the distinguished
faculry award committee and department chair
of early childhood, elementary and middle level education, said Marquardt stood out from the
other eight nominees this year.
"I think each nominee certainly demonstrated qualiry teaching, research and service," Russell said. "Janet stood out because of her longeviry here at the universiry and her abiliry and devotion to her work."
Nominees for the award must be tenured or
tenure- tracked faculty and must have been at
Eastern for at least four years. Any Eastern administrator, faculty or staff member, alumni or
student can make nominations.
"We were very amazed at how Janet stood

PROFESSOR, page 7
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WEATHER TODAY

Wednesday

Mostly Sunny
HIGH

75°
LOW

43°

Temperatures warm up in to
the 70s today with breezy
conditions. Strong winds
from the south and sunny
conditions on Thursday will
bump temperatures up near
80. Temperatures stay near
80 for Friday as breezy and
sunny conditions continue.
Rain makes its way back into
the area by Saturday, but
Sunday should be dry.

WEATHER TOMORROW
Thursday

Mostly Sunny
High:80°
Low: 51°
Friday

Sunny
High: 79°
Low:53°
For more weather information: www.eiu.edu/'weather

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Open forum welcomes
dissatisfied students
By Erica Whelan

Student Government Editor
The student government meeting at 7 p.m. today in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union has been combined into
a campus-wide open forum in which dissatisfied
students may air grievances to their student representatives.
Those who wish to address the student senate can
do so during a period of audience participation.
Guest speaker Justin Schuch is scheduled to
speak to senate members about planning to accommodate a resource center for members of the
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender community on
campus.
Schuch has worked with Mark Olendzki, student
vice president for student affairs, toward establishing
a center as part of Olendzki's campaign promise to
address portions of the campus population he described as not being "wholly represented."
Senate members will also examine a resolution
to officially honor Eastern's women's basketball
team, as well as vote on two pieces of old business.
These include the approval of the campus improvement fee increase proposal, as well as reimbursing Ceci Brinker, student government adviser,
and Mary Ham, for driving delegates of the Conference on Student Government Associations to
the Lambert-St. Louis International Airport.
Erica Whelan can be reached at 581-7942
or elwhelan@eiu.edu

EASTERN NEWS

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sociology professor Craig Eckert teaches his class outside Tuesday afternoon between Old Main and Blair Hall. "It's gorgeous outside and it's a
small class so (students) would still be able to pay attention," Eckert said.

DENNEWS.COM

Wii Fit a good way
to get in shape
Online Reporter Jennifer Brown explains reasons why she thinks Wii Fit is a
good way to get in shape. Read about it on
her health blog on DENnews.com

CORRECTION
An article in Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News contained a
misrepresentation of Jason Waller's views on God. Waller said he believes
the initial conditions for the universe were more likely than not chosen
by an intelligent being. Waller said he does not believe that God intervened in history; he accepts the theory of evolution and rejects the intelligent design theory.

The DEN regrets the error.
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EDUCATION

'Daily Show' serves as educational tool
Show helps give
information in
funny way
By Sarah jean Bresnahan
Associate News Editor
With the recent influx of new
and emerging technology being
used in the classroom, some professors opt to use clips from television
and Web shows to support their lesson plan.
Some professors have decided to
use clips from the Comedy Central
show " The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart" in their classes.
While it is a half-hour comedy,
"The Daily Show" provides satirical, yet realistic, analysis of current
news and events.
For example, Monday's episode
included commentary from Jon
Stewart, the show's host, and other
show correspondents, on the backlash from republican politicians
and right wing media outlets on the
health care reform bill, which was
passed last week.
Marita Gronnvoll, a communication studies professor, said she uses
clips from the show in her CMN
3100: Persuasion class. Gronnvoll
said the majority of the clips she
uses involve Stewart's criticism of
broadcast media.
"(Stewart's) done commentary on
news media's tendency to over-dramatize situations, such as the use
of splashy technology, music and
graphics, ro inject urgency into stories instead of providing depth of
coverage," Gronnvoll said.
An example Gronnvoll uses is
from the night President Barack
Obama was elected. The episode
Gronnvoll refers to provided satirical criticism of 24-hour networks
using the large audience they had
that night to debut dramatic technology, such as holographic images.
While Stewart's politics are left
wing, Gronnvoll said she likes him
as a media commentator because he

AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Professor Marita Gronnvoll uses "The Daily Show with Jon Stewart" as a teaching mechanism for her classes in the communication studies department.

"(Stewart's) done commentary on
news media's tendency to over
dramatize situations, such as the
use of splashy technology, music
and graphics, to inject urgency into
stories instead of providing depth
of coverage."
Marita Gronnvoll, a communication studies professor
is an equal opportuniry critic.
"Sure, he'll skewer Fox News, but
he'll also go to town on MSNBC,"
Gronnvoll said.

Dan Hagen, a journalism department professor, uses clips from
"The Daily Show" in his Journalism
Ethics class.

" I use them because (Stewart) is a
serious and impassioned critic of the
news media who is disguised as a
comedian," Hagen said. "The ' real'
news programs appear within ' The
Daily Show' segments, with their
journalistic flaws fully exposed."
Hagen said part of the reason
why he uses the clips is because they
engage students by providing the
information in a funny way.
Hagen also uses clips from the
show because they reiterate the goals
of his lesson plans regarding digging
for the truth.
"Stewart repeatedly takes aim at
the journalistic values we discuss in
news writing and ethics class," Hagen said. " For example, the necessity for reports ro dig into the factual

truth of claims, and not merely accept phony assertions and ' have to
leave it there.' It's the difference between acting as a real journalist and
merely being a stenographer for liars."
Gronnvoll said she has not received any negative feedback from
students who do not have the same
beliefs as those Stewart preaches in
his show.
" I think the clips work because
they're smart, funny and emphasize
irony in a way that helps students
to apply immediately the often dry
theory they are learning in class."
Sarah Jean Bresnahan can be
reached at 581-7942
or dennewsdesk@gmaitcom

UNIVERSITY

New entrepreneurship minor to be offered in fall 2010

Minor will first
be open to students
in Lumpkin

"Since there
IS no program
that is similar
to this, we
anticipate a
great deal of
interest in the
program."
0

By Sarah Ruholl
Administration Editor
Aspiring entrepreneurs will find
a home at Eastern this fall with the
new entrepreneurship minor.
The Council on Academic Affairs
approved the addition to the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied
Sciences' curriculum. The first of
four new classes will be offered in
the fall. The second in the sequence
will be offered in Spring 2011.
The program is being funded by
an endowed professorship, which the
college already had. The endowment
is being moved from accounting to
the new program, said Cheryl Noll,
chair of the school of business.
"Good strategic management
sometimes requires a shift of existing
resources, particularly in periods of
budget constraints," Noll said. "This
is what we are doing to ensure that
we continue to improve and update
our curriculum."
Marko Griinhagen, a marketing
professor, will serve as the Lumpkin

Cheryl Noll, chair of the
school of business
MEGAN MATHY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Dr. Marko Grunhagen instructs his International Marketing class Monday afternoon. Grunhagen is thrilled about
the new minor offered at the Lumpkin School of Business next Fall.
distinguished professor of entrepreneurship beginning this fall.
The four upper level courses to be
added are foundations of entrepreneurship, marketing and innovation
for entrepreneurial ventures, financing for entrepreneurial ventures and
entrepreneurial management and
venture plan development.
"Since there is no program that is
similar to this, we anticipate a great
deal of interest in the program,"
Noll said.

The minor will first be open to
students in Lumpkin. They will take
the four core classes and select from
electives offered in their department.
The School of Technology and the
School of Family and Consumer Sciences both have electives available
for students interested in the minor.
Noll said the program would
eventually collaborate with other
departments on campus to develop courses geared toward entrepreneurship. The program is designed

for students who want to work in a
family business or start or manage a
small business.
President Bill Perry said he believes the minor will keep collegeeducated students in smaller, rural
areas.
" I believe that, in rural regions,
one of the concerns is that the individuals grow up, they go off to college and then they decide to move
to the city," Perry said. "They see
that there are more opporruni-

ties in those settings, but that's under the assumption that you have to
work for somebody else. If you have
some good ideas and you can leverage those up and be entrepreneurial
about it, you can be anywhere and
be successful."
Noll said 80 percent of universities in the United States offer courses in entrepreneurship and 7 5 percent of new jobs come from small
businesses.
Sarah Ruholl can be reached
at 581-7942 or seruholl2@eiu.edu_
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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Sarah jean Bresnahan

Spam,
spam,
go away
I am so sick of spam.
And I don't just mean the canned meat (although I find that disgusting). I'm talking
about the robots that send me e-mails, add me
on Facebook and Twitter and comment on
DEN news. com.
As a student journalist, I'm aware that companies are looking for ways to make money on
the Internet. Newspapers are doing the same
thing. What I don't get, however, is why they
can't stay in the advertisement boxes at the tops
and sides of almost every Web page.
No, I do not want a Russian mail-order
bride. No, I do not want to meet Ukrainian
single women. No, I do not want to sign up for
a million things in order to be placed in a drawing for a free iPod. Over the last week or so,
Online Editor Samantha Sottosanto and I have
been logging into DENnews.com every morning to delete the spam messages.
Unfortunately, College Publisher, the domain we use for our Web site, makes it difficult
to block these messages completely. We would
have to require every comment poster to register with us. Since we know that you, our readers, like your commenting freedom, we've decided to just deal with these spam messages for
now until we can figure out a better solution.
But it's not just the Russian singles who have
me perturbed. It's the women in their underwear who add me on Twitter.
I am a straight woman in a committed relationship, so no, I do not want a cyber date with
you. My initial resolution for this problem was to
make my Tweets private. However, since I linked
my Twitter account to my Facebook status updates and my resume blog, it just didn't work our.
So, my next solution is to block every spambot that adds me. But now my days have turned
into pushing off assignments and work to sit
at a computer and individually block all these
"people." Out of my frustration came a revelation. Why not apply the methods of hiding material from Google to spam?
On Jan. 13, I wrote a column titled "Tips for
the times we live in," about how to block certain information from being Googled in order
to keep you from being passed over for a job.
Things like making your Facebook page private, refraining from posting your e-mail address everywhere and developing a close relationship with the "delete" button can all help
keep these spambots at bay. Scambusters.org
has several tips for reducing spam.
The first tip is to use a separate e-mail address
from your personal one when posting on public forums. For example, you can set up a Gmail
account to be used as a place for Web sites to
send verification e-mails, mailing lists, etc., but
give people a different account to contact you
personally. I use my Gmail account for blogs, a
Yahoo account for employment and a few notifications, and my eiu.edu account for academic
correspondence.
Scambusters.org also says to remove your email address from your Web site. Something
similar you can do is to make your e-mail address private on sites like Facebook, Twitter or
other social networking sites.
Spam will always be around as long as there
is the Internet, but if we can outsmart the spam
companies, maybe we won't be going blind
with the flashing red lights of "You've just won
a free laptop!"

Sarah Jean Bresnahan is a senior
journalism m~Uor and can be reached at
581-7942 or DENopinions@gmail.com.
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Asian Heritage Month serves
as reminder to broaden horizons
Thursday marks the fifth anniversary of a celebration
of Asian Heritage Month at Eastern. Five years of celebrating diversity and a community represented by 275
students and faculty on campus.
As of fall 2009, these students and faculty identified
as Asian or Pacific Islander, according to university Planning and Institutional Studies.
At a university where Asians represent only 2.5 percent
of the entire student population, it might seem odd that
so many events are planned for the month.
But with the increasing globalization of the world, it is
our duty as a responsible global citizen to understand different cultures than our own.
As students, we go to school to learn, whether that is
pre law or physical therapy, learning about other cultures
is always beneficial.
Use this opportunity to learn about the world, and
better yourself as an individual and as a world citizen.
As with the other months celebrating culture, Asian
American Heritage Month is no different.
Minority Affairs Director Mona Davenport said Eastern's goal is to graduate students to be "culturally enriched."
Davenport said the month is an opportunity for students to learn about other people, and referring to the
small population, "regardless of who is here."
According to the Census Bureau, 15.5 million Asians
lived in America in 2008 and Asians, behind Latinos,
were the second fastest growing minority group from
2007 to 2008, increasing by 2.7 percent.
It would be prudent, to say the least, to learn a little

"America is
the melting
pot of the
world, and
months
like this
are a great
example
of the
culturally
diverse
opportunities
they
provide."

bit about the cultures of the fast-growing minority groups,
even if that means stepping outside your comfort zone.
America is the melting pot of the world, and months
like this are a great example of the culturally diverse opportunities they provide.
With a variety of events that include speakers, film
showings and presentations on karate and origami, students will have plenty of opportunities to attend an event.
The events are sponsored by eight different campus organizations, including the Asian American Association,
Asian Heritage Committee and Interdisciplinary Center
for Global Diversity, emphasizing the fact that this month
does not mark the differences of a minority group; it celebrates a community.
The Asian American Association is a group on campus
that is active all year and seeks to make people aware of issues. Events such as the ones occurring this month are just
an example of the power behind something most people
see as a minority group.
Take this chance to actively seek to diversify yourself.
The university and individual groups have spent endless
hours organizing great events and opportunities that students need to take advantage of.
America is a melting pot of hundreds of cultures and it
is our duty as citizens of not only our own country, but a
worldwide community, to make an effort to understand at
least some of those cultures.
We're all human, and we should take the time to celebrate our differences, gain an alternative perspective and
learn about a culture outside the stereotypes and what we
only think we know.
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FROM AROUND THE STATE

Americans need to look past 9/ll for economic growth
By Taurean Small
The Northern Star

Northern Illinois University
Unknowingly, America has developed a knack
for holding the nation back. Whether because of
social taboos or domestic quarrels, we tend to
back peddle in the face of adversity. This fact is
evident when trying to move past one of America's greatest tragedies: the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
Debate immediately arose when trying to rebuild over the site.
Controversy over the appropriate replacement
to the fallen towers was the talk among many
media outlets. But in 2006, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey approved the de-

sign for New World Trade Center highlighting
Freedom Tower, thus commencing its construction. Controversy arose with New York's tourists
yet again when The World Center Hotel opened
for business.
The World Center Hotel resides in front of
the former site known as Ground Zero. With
construction of the new World Trade Center under way, it has been made a common fact that
the hotel's marketing strategy is to attract tourists by offering a live view of this new monumental sector being built.
On this basis, this admirable marketing tactic
will attract a range of potential guests.
"This hotel is segmenting its market to many
different types of customers," said Robert Peter-

son, associate professor of marketing. "There are
consumers who are patriotic, others who want
to pay their respects and even those who are interested in construction."
Some people, however, view this ploy as distasteful, in that it exploits a memorial spot in
the name of good business.
Arguments like this are only detrimental to
America's ability to move forward. Although it
is a questionable strategy to market your hotel
on the basis of a tragic event, providing citizens
with the opportunity to reflect and families to
witness American history in the making as it is
being built clearly outweighs a hotel's shifty tactics to gain more customers.

To read more, visit NorthernStar.info.
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STATE

Kirk stays silent

Stroll in the sun

about health care
By The Associated Press
CHICAGO - After earlier pledging to repeal President Barack Obama's
health care overhaul, Republican Senate candidate Mark Kirk refused to say
Tuesday whether he would still work
to undo the landmark legislation.
Instead, he blasted new taxes and
Medicare cuts that would pay for it.
Kirk, who is running for Obama's
old Senate seat, appeared to adopt a
new GOP strategy that calls for changing parts of the health care legislation
rather than repealing it.
"I think that the taxes should not be
imposed on the American people. The
Medicare cuts should not be imposed
on the American people," he said at a
northwest Chicago forging plant where
he met with small business owners.
Earlier this month, Kirk took a
tougher line against the bill, vowing to
"lead the effort" to repeal it even before it had passed, according to news
reports of his comments at a suburban
Chicago event.
A five-term congressman from Chicago's northern suburbs, Kirk voted
with other House Republicans in opposing the health care plan, which will
extend coverage for the uninsured and
eventually prohibit insurance companies from denying coverage to people
with pre-existing medical conditions.
Kirk's opposition to the health care
overhaul has become a main issue in
his Senate race against Democrat Alexi
Giannoulias, Illinois' first-term state
treasurer.
Giannoulias has piled on Kirk for
opposing the legislation, calling him
a partisan obstructionist. Giannoulias'
campaign was quick to jump on Kirk
again Tuesday.
"After saying one thing to political donors behind closed doors, and
another to the media today, we now
know even less about Congressman
Kirk's vow to lead the fight to repeal
health insurance reform," campaign
manager Mike Rendina said in a statement.
"What we do know for sure is that
Mark Kirk is a Washington politician who would rather play political
obstructionist games than work with
President Obama to get things done

"After saying
one thing to
political donors
behind closed
doors, and
another to the
media today,
we now know
even less about
Congressman
Kirk's vow to
lead the fight
to repeal health
Insurance
reform."
0

Mike Rendina,
campaign manager for
Alexi Giannoulias
for Illinois' small businesses, seniors
and working families," Rendina said.
Kirk had signed on to a limited-government group's pledge to repeal any
"health care takeover" and the group
called on him Tuesday to stick with it.
"He's promised to work to repeal
and we expect him to do so," said Michael Connolly, a spokesman for the
Washington-based Club for Growth.
Kirk said there was bipartisan support for some aspects of the health care
overhaul, including coverage for people
with pre-existing conditions and letting young adults remain on a parent's
insurance policy until they're 26.
He said it's his job to explain to
his constituents and other Illinois residents what the country's new health
care rules will mean for them.
Republicans also don ' t have the
votes to repeal the legislation, Kirk
said.
"It is not at this point within our
capability," he said. "We lost. We absolutely lost."

JORDAN BONER

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Students stroll past the campus pond along Panther Trail Tuesday. Temperatures reached as high as 63 degrees
Tuesday and are expected to be in the 70s today and Thursday.

STATE BRIEFS

Man hopes blood test will free him
By The Associated Press

Man indicted in deaths
of Darien family

BLOOMINGTON- Blood found
at the scene of a 1991 bar fight will be
tested to see if it matches the DNA of
a central illinois man convicted of killing his father during the struggle.
McLean County Assistant State's Attorney Kim Campbell and an attorney
for 43-year-old Donald Whalen agreed
Tuesday to test the blood sample.
The blood was on a knife found in
the Bloomington bar where William
Whalen was killed. The source of the
blood has never been identified.
Jeff Abbott is Donald Whalen's attorney. Abbott wants the blood tested
against a national database. He believes
it could exonerate his client.
Donald Whalen is serving a 60-year
sentence. Other blood and hair taken
from the crime scene have been linked
to him.

WHEATON- A DuPage County
grand jury has indicted a man in connection with the deaths of three members of a suburban Chicago family.
The grand jury handed down a
26-count indictment Tuesday charging Johnny Borizov with the murders of Jeffrey Kramer, Lori Kramer
and their son, 20-year-old Michael
Kramer.
Prosecutors say Borizov persuaded
Jacob Nodarse to kill Angela Kramer,
her parents and brother over a custody
dispute. Angela Kramer escaped injury
by hiding in a closet. Nodarse is to be
arraigned before Judge Daniel Guerin
on April ?.
Prosecutors have said both Borizov
and Nodarse are eligible for the death
penalty, but that no decision has been
made to seek it.

Marc Wolfe, Borizov's attorney, has
said his client will plea not guilty.

New aphid strain
threatens soybean
SPRINGFIELD - A couple of
University of lllinois plant researchers
say new varieties of aphids could become a significant threat to the nation's
soybean crop.
Current plant varieties resist Biotype 1 aphids. But crop sciences and plant pathologist Glen Hartman and research specialist Curt Hill
said Tuesday that Biotype 2, which
showed up in 2006, and Biotype 3,
found recently in Indiana, both appear to have developed resistance
genes of their own.
Hartman says it is in the genetic
background of the minuscule green insect to find a way to overcome plant resistance.

We still have some G.R..EA1._.. apartments available for next year!

"The Millennium"
Newly Remodeled Cotnmon Areas
Huge .Floor Plans
Reduced Pricing

"The Atrium"
Our Best Value'
Newly Rcn10deled Apartments
at a Great Price!

C all to day and ask a bout the few apartn1e nts we s till have left a t The Courtyard on 9th!

Call Today for an appointtnent!
ww-w. unique-properties .net

345-5022
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Challenges to health care being
thwarted by attorney generals
By The Associated Press
PHOENIX - Republican governors in two western states want to
join in legal challenges to recent federal health care legislation, but each is
meeting stiff resistance from the same
obstacle: an attorney general from the
rival party.
Amid campaign-year jockeying,
high-profile health-care disputes have
erupted between the states' top elected officials in both Arizona and Nevada.
In Nevada, Democratic Attorney
General Catherine Cortez Masto rebuffed demands Tuesday from Republican Gov. Jim Gibbons that she join

14 of her colleagues in suing the federal government over health reform.
Masto said the suit would be unlikely to succeed, while Gibbons said
he was "exploring his options" to pursue a lawsuit on his own.
Both Gibbons and Masto are up
for re-election.
" I am disappointed the attorney
general has refused to fight for the
rights of Nevada citizens," Gibbons
said. " But I swore an oath to protect
Nevada citizens and that is exactly
what I intend to do."
In Arizona, Attorney General Terry Goddard, a Democrat, also is declining to sue on his state's behalf.
The move angered Republican Gov.

Writing away oppression

Jan Brewer, who asked the GOPcontrolled Legislature for authority
to go around Goddard and file suit.
On Tuesday, Arizona House and Senate committees approved Brewer's request, sending the measures to final
votes in both chambers.
Goddard is running for governor,
while Brewer is facing a Republican
primary challenge from the right,
and the issue has emerged as an early battle in the campaign for governor.
"I think the attorney general is derelict in his duties and responsibilities
to the citizens of this state," said Republican state Sen. Russell Pearce of
Mesa.

School bullying raises questions
By The Associated Press
BOSTON- A gay teenager in
New York wins $50,000 from a school
district that failed to stop taunts about
his sexual orientation. The Justice Department investigates complaints that
administrators ignored racial bullying
in a Philadelphia school.
And in Massachusetts, a 15-yearold girl hangs herself after she is mercilessly harassed for months - taunting and threats that school administrators knew about but did not stop.
Now, with nine students charged
in the bullying of Phoebe Prince, who
hanged herself at her family's home in

January, questions have arisen about
how accountable school officials
should be for stopping bullying.
Barbara Coloroso, a nationally known ami-bullying consultant,
had been contacted by South Hadley
school officials months before Phoebe's death, after a young boy in nearby Springfield killed himself. She
spent a day there in September, training teachers and administrators on
how to recognize and deal with bullying.
Coloroso said school officials made
mistakes by failing to stop the bullying and, after Phoebe hanged herself,
by allowing at least some of the stu-

dents involved to continue to attend
classes and a school dance with no visible signs of discipline.
" The questions to ask are: Did
they follow their own rules and did
they keep Phoebe safe? Obviously not. And, did they deal effectively with the bullies? Obviously not,"
Coloroso told The Associated Press
on Tuesday.
Authorities say Prince, who had
recently emigrated from Ireland, endured months of verbal assaults and
threats after she briefly dated a popular boy. She was harassed mostly in
school, but also on Facebook and
through other electronic forms.

Tinte is r·u nning out ...
Visit the commencement website for
information on announcements, times,
cap & gown ordering and more!

www.eiu.edu/~commence

Hurry! The deadline for ordering
your cap & gown is April 4!

Andrew Lilek, a freshman mathematics major, paints on cinder blocks for
the "Writing on the Wall." Blocks are being painted this week. The wall will
be constructed next Tuesday and will stay up until April 8.
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PROFESSOR, from page 1
out, and we came to the consensus that
she was the one who was most deserving of the award this year," Russell said.
Since Marquardt came to Eastern in
1986, she has taken her teaching, service and research seriously and said she
is honored to receive this award.
"Like past winners, we do not do
this for the awards, but for the satisfaction of knowing one has put together
the best course lectures, worked with
our students to see them grow, contributed on committees toward building a
better university, and spending most of
our free time doing research and writing successful publications," Marquardt
said.
Marquardt developed the first telecourse, an online course, "Art in Past
Cultures," in 1990.

In 1996, Marquardt developed the
very first study abroad program to Paris.
She created the Women in Art course,
standard for both the women's studies
and art departments.
Marquardt is a faculty adviser to undergraduates, served as the graduate coordinator in her department, is a member of the Eastern National Student Exchange Committee and was a career
mentor at the College Art Association's
annual conferences for several years.
Jonelle DePetro, chair of the philosophy department, delved deep into the
meaning of the word "distinguished"
in her nomination letter to prove the
point that Marquardt is most deserving
of the award.
"She is a genuine presence in our educational community, doing what she

can to support students, faculty and
administrators as they work to achieve
their goals," DePetro said. "I cannot
imagine anyone who has put more of
herself or left more of a legacy to date
on Eastern."
Marquardt has three published
books, many published articles and is
an invited lecturer for national and international events.
The award selection committee is
made up offour faculty members, two
students and one alumnus; they met
and individually reviewed each of the
nominations, including their resume
and letters of support. Each nominee
must have three letters of support to be
considered.
Jeffrey Lynch, dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, felt Marquardt

was most deserving of this honor in his
letter of nomination.
"To her students, Dr. Marquardt is
a model of life-long learning, curiosity,
inclusiveness and giving back to one's
community," Lynch said.
While teaching a full course load
each semester in the art department,
Marquardt was an integral figure in creating and furthering the women's studies academic minor; she is also active in
services that move the mission of the
university community forward, Lynch
said.
Winners of the award are presented a
monetary award, as well as a plaque, at
the spring commencement ceremony.
Fujiura, a former art history student
of Marquardt's, said in her nomination
letter she became more confident in her

studies because of Marquardt's instruction.
"She deserves the award because of
the quality of instruction she provides,
the amount of work she puts toward
her students and because she is an excellent example of an intelligent and
accomplished professional to those
around her," Fujiura said.
Marquardt puts a lot of energy and
care toward her classroom and field, Fujiura said.
"It is contagious; seeing her inspires
me to dedicate myself more toward my
studies," Fujiura said.

the government," said Kelsey. "The
government promises they can handle it."
The bill was originally introduced
to the house passed, and then failed
in the senate.
It was included in the health care
bill as an attachment so it would
not be voted on as a separate measure, and be carried into law with
the larger health care reform bill.

"They should have tried a vote instead of the health care bill. We need
an overall vote to say 'yah' or 'nay' to
see what the country thinks of it,"
Kelsey said.

Ashley Holstrom can be reached
at 581-7942
or alholstrom@eiu.edu.

OBAMA, from page 1
loans.
All of the 600 students receiving
loans at the school will have to sign
new promissory notes.
"Students will have the same Stafford
Loan anyway, the same rate. It will not
impact students as much except they
will be paying the federal government
instead of the banks," Kelsey said
The financial aid office at Blackburn
has been anticipating the change, and

"The government promises they
can handle it."
Jan Kelsey, financial aid director at Blackburn
Kelsey has been attending training and
Web seminars on how to handle the
loans.
"We've been indirect for the 20

years I've been here, we have the
Federal Family Education Loan
program and 60 percent of colleges do it, this is a big undertaking by

TEACH ME, from page 1

BYLAW, from page 1

from the program.
"I learned different ways to stand and
posture myself, and to block certain areas
that I didn't know how to before," Staten
said. ''I'm definitely going to apply what
I learned to my everyday life and focus
on keeping my punches strong."
A technique of kicking with the ball
of the foot, as well as a sweep kick,
were taught for everyone to practice
on pads held by Due and Lung. Some
of the participants screamed as they
punched the pads, getting out pent
up stress and aggression.
Erin Bennett, an art graduate student, came to the self-defense program because she felt it would be
fun and she even left with a personal goal.
"I've learned from the program
that I've gotta be more assertive and
confident in my abilities to defend
myself," Bennett said.
Darius White, president of APA,
joined in on the program, and

signatures," Best said.
Members of the senate also discussed an e- mail they received
about the process by which faculty senate members are assigned to
committees.
Committee assignments are
made randomly, but there was
some contention over whether this
is appropriate for every committee.
Pommier used the example that
the student standards committee has training, which may make
some returning members more
qualified than others.
"Some committees are saying
(random selection) may not be
appropriate for that committee,"
Pommier said.
VanGuten argued the random
selection process creates most effective representation of the faculty to university committees.
" The strength of this is you

brought along several members from
his fraternity.
"We just came out tonight to add
some guys to the mix in case they
do need some more instructors and
mostly just to put out the awareness
for self-defense," White said.
White, a junior family service and
sciences major, and his fraternity
brothers are familiar with self-defense
after having taken classes, and he feels
that being able to defend against the
unknown is very important.
"A lot of people take it for granted
that we're safe because we're on a college campus, when, by all means, anybody can attack at anytime," White
said.
The members of APA took a group
photo with all of the participants in
the program and everyone received a
whistle and a keychain for attending.

Megan Tkacy can be reached at
581-7942 or metkacy@eiu.edu.

The Associated Press
contributed to this report.
]ames Roedl can be reached at
581-7942 or jmroedl@eiu.edu.

"The strength of this is you don't
have to have any qualifications."
Dawn VanCuren, Vice chairwoman

don't have to have any qualifications," VanGuten said.
Nominations for the 42 open
committee positions will take
place after faculty senate elections,
which close today at 4:30 p.m.
The School of Continuing Education gave a presentation about their
role to the university. William Hines,
dean of the School of Continuing Education, said they are working on expanding off-campus programs in the
Chicago area.
Students taking off-campus courses have increased, along with semester hours.

Hines emphasized off-campus faculty are selected and approved by both
the college and department.
Blair Lord, provost and vice president for academic affairs, gave his report to the senate, saying that there
has been much discussion about the
budget in Springfield, but little action.
Lord also said they now know the
fiscal year 2011 budget will need to be
six percent less than the current budget.

Emily Steele can be reached at
581-7942 or easteele2@eiu.edu.

AnENTION: STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS!
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COMEIN, SPENCE'S, DOWNTOWN. TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY 1-5. WONDERRJL
TREASURES, VINTAGE QOTHES, JEWELRY
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*For rent

*For rent

*For rent

.For rent

*For rent

Brooklyn Heights Apt: 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
brand new, fullyfumished Water, internet,
WID induded. Mention Jess $495/month
345-5515
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _411

'1.00<1 Rentals, 345-4489, v.oodrentals.corn

nice,quiethoose. AJC.WID,waterandtrash
induded. No pets. $275pp-$550/mo. 217-

2BRapts,2001 S12th& 130518thSt trash
pd. $250.$425 Ph 217-348-7746 www.

Rofal Heights, Parl< Place, Lynn Ro Apts. 1, 2,

259-9772,

charlestonilaptscorn

2 BR apt across from Doudna Center. Pet
friendly. v.ww.eiua~345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _411

Q Help wanted

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Phone: 217 • 581 • 2812
Fax: 217 • 581 • 2923
Online: dennews.com/classifieds

East of campus Remodeled 1 bedroom
apartments '1 0111 school year. No Pets 3455832 or rcrrentals.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4n

-----------------~

2 & 3 bedroom houses. 1 block to Lantz/
OBrien. Washer/ctyer &A/C. Wood rentals,
345-4489, wood"entals.corn

-----------------~

A MULTIPLJCITY of 1BR apts Most with cable, Internet, water &trash paid Wood Rentals, 345-4489.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

__________________ 00

__________________ 00

Fall '1 o. Studio aJX, Close to campus, nice,
dean,waterandtrashinduded. $285.217-

AvailableM<ft 1st and Arne 1st 1Bedroom
apts Water and trash induded. Off-street
parl<ing. $410/month. Buchanan St Apts

$175 PER SlUDENT FOR A 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENT. 10 MONTH
lEASE, NO PETS. CALL345-3664.

259-9772.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FaD 2010.4 BR house,3 blocks from CatllJUS.
WID, C/A. porch. yard. garage. 348{)394

-----------------~

345-1266.

__________________ 00

__________________ 00

GREATLOCAllON!AFFORDABLEONEAND
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. WAJJ< TO
CAMPUS. WATER PAID.217-549-5624,217-

6BRhouse,2kitchens,2baths,a/c, w/d, 10
mo. lease, off-5treet parking, $225 per BR for

3 bedroom apt available for Fall. Large
rooms, CIA, ceifing fans, water, trash and
electric induded. $310/person. Buchanan
St Apts 345-1 266.

6. 273-1395

__________________ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

***Now leasing for 10.11 sd:iool yearl 2, and
3 bedroom tuiy furnished apartrnentsavanable! Great locations, awesome prices, call

& 3 BRS 348-1479 Office Hours M.f 11-5.
wwwtricountymg.com

dellelopmentally disabled indil.iduals in d~
rect care positions. DSP certification pi"Cfllid.
ed. Visit our website at www.gaywood.org
or apply at 1380 Beech Tree Road, Charles-

Huge 2 bedroom apts. available for next
school year. Walk-in dosets, central A/C. off
street parking. $250.$300 per month ijrr

tonEOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

dudes trash, water and fitness center with
personal training). Best deal in town! Nine,

tiesnet

4 BR house, dishwasher, w/d, 1 1/2 baths,

Now leasing for FALL2010: 2, 3, & 4 bdr
homes, Call217-345-3754
__________________ 00

Uncoln Springs Resort accepting applications
forWaitStaff,barten<i!rsandattendants Ex-

ten and tweM? month leases available. 815600-3129(1eavemessage)

-----------------~

ale, 1omo.lease, $250 per BR for four. 273-

""*NoN leasing for 10.11 school yearl3 bedroom 1 bath duplex located at 1703 11th
Street Fully furnished and washer/dryer.

1395

Fall 2010, 3 BR house on 9th. Walking distance from campus, large back yard, WID,
dishwasher, off street parl<ing. 217-690-

2 Bedroom, 1 bath apartment, 1omonth
lease, $250perperson.closetocampus. 512-

4976

9528

416

troayto see v..i1at Unique Propertie5 has to
offer. (21n345-5022 www.unique-proper-

cellentinterpersonalskiDsreqt.i!Wandexperience preferred Also seeking E!l<perienced
lawn maintenance applicants Apply online

Available2010.2011 schoolyear - 1,2,3bedroom apartments, duplex and 4 bedroom

Call tcday (2Jn 345-5022
properties.net

atwww.graywood.org or in person at 1380
Beed:1 Tree ~bad, Charle5ton
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3131

house. Fuliffumished-UncolnAwnueand
South Division Street locations. CaD for add~
tionaJ infoonationandtour.348{)157

-----------------~

Part-time help w.r1ted Fall semester. In local
d:iildcarehorne. Hours~yf!iday2:304:30can eitherwor1<all 5 days or any days
your schedule allows. Please ernan resume
and class sd:iedule to Katl"rf Peny at penyS@
mchs.corn or caD 217-345-5744
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _411
Part-timesalesassociatewantedflleasecall

416

2BR apt cor 1 5425 b::l callle, Internet, water, trash
2AJBR I'IOO&es, $275-JOO.rpersoo. Wid. a.•c., watk~to_.._ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

1BR apts, 117 W Polk & A St aD appliances,
trash pd. $495-$51 oPH 217-34&7746www.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

charlestonnapts.com

1512 A Street P _Q_ Box 377
ChaJiieston, IL 61920

FaD '10. 2 BR.extra large,dosetocampus,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

217 345-.4489- Fax 345-4472

3BR.2BAnewconstrudion1 Bb:ktoTar-

Great Summer Job: Top Pay, Ufeguards, All
Chicago SuburtJs. No experience/wm train
andcertify. Look for application on our web
site www.poolguards.com 63o-692-1500

and front porch 1block from Old Main, 11
mo. lease. Avanable 8/1. Mr. Wendel708415-8191 wendei22@00I.com

x130 Eman:~.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3

FaDSemester.2-3bed.roomhornes. Washer/Dryer, trash, and lawn service induded.

!Bartendng! L,pto$250/d<?f. NoE!l<pE!rience
necessary, training provided 1-80o-9656520ext239.

No pets. 345-5037.

419

AUGUST 1st: 4 and 5 bedroom homes.
$250/person/month. Washer!D!yer, trash,
and lawn service included No pets. 3455037.
__________________419

~723

__________________411

Fall2010. Affordable - large, and beautiful,

SUBL.fSSOR NEEDED and nowthr0!41 next
year3peopletosharea5BRhouseat7314th

and spacious 2 BR unfurnished apt on the
squareoverZsMusic. Trashandwaterind. -

St NCWDES WASHER/DRYER! $275 single/

low Utilitie5-All new appliances - laundry
onsite -Apply345-2616
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4114
2-3 BEDRClO'v11-0USES,$250/PERSON, 3 BR

*For rent

APT415 HARRISON. 549-4074,34&5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4114

Brittany Ridge- 3&4bdtownhousesavai~
ableforFall2010. $200offfirstmonth'srent
Washer/dryer,C/A,dosetocampus. Call 217345-3754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3131
Great 6bedroom, 2 bath house, dishwasher,
parking. trash induded, 2 blocks from carrr
pus. 773-992-6284or520-990-7723
_________________3131

RENTSTAR!lNGAT$325. 1and2bedroorn
apts,closetocampus,gas, water, trash r~
I"OOIIal included CaD 345-9422
4114
WOW.Brandnew2BRI2BA ww.v.Brookifrr
Heights8U.com,217-345-5515
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4115

3Bedroom,2bathhousefor2010.11, 1710
11th Street, washer/dryer, pets possible.
273-2507

.Ji m W o od . Realtor
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APT'S, 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, 24!7 SECURJTY, ALL UTIUTIES, CABLE, INTERNET,
TRASHANDWATERPAID. WASHERIDRYER,

2bedroomhouse$475. Duplex,2bed'oorns
$435. 898-4588or 202-5941
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3131

DISHWASHER.CINTRALAIR.PARKING,FULl Y FURNISHED, CERAMIC TILE AND NEW
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Remodeled 3 BR house with garage on 2nd
Street Veryspaciousand likenew.Available

uaJm limOWS Ill!

L&emme

1

Only a few left! www.MelroseOnFourth.
corn, 217-345-5515
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4115
BD/2 BATH APTS CALL549-0212 FOR A
SHOWING.
4115
ONLY 6UNfTSLEFTl 3 BEDROOM/2 BATH

NEW usnNG:3 BR Blittany Ridge.low utn~
ties, brand new windows. Trash included.
Hppl$225/$275pp. 773-2634392
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3131

5~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3BRand 1MasterSult,cornpletelyfumished.
WrthC/A,WID,offstreetparl<ing,largeyard

Newly, remcxleled 4bedroom, 2 bath hoose,
central AIC, washer/dryer, dishwasher, parking. 815-210.1107 or520-990-m3
_________________3131

NEXT TO CITY PARK. $250 PER PERSON.
CALL217-54!}-1957

ROOM FOR FALL2010, NOW3 MOS FREE
WATER ~73/549-4011

tom 234-3637 AskforCory
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4112

00

Plain & Simple! Best Deal for the DoiJar!
1BR apt for 1 from ~ lncl lntEmet
2BR apt ror 2 52751 persoo ln::l c.atlle. rtemet, water. ffil&h

4 BEDOOOM HOUSE WITH LARGE YARD,

www .wood"entals.com, Jim Wocd, Realtor,
345-4489. BU rmtals since 1979.
__________________

00

1812 9th S1l DON'T MISS oun 2, 3, 4 BED-

Bartender Wanted: Must bewnlingtoworl<
weekends. Noexp.necessary. ApplyinpersonorcaJIVFWPost#4325, 1220S.19th Mat-

mo. lowutnities! 708-567-8420

00

1BR apts on 1st just 112 block to Lantz. 1BR
apron 11thjust1 blocktoTarble,New,quiet
with WID, dishwasher and much more.

Nice 4 BR. 2 bath house, new appliances,
CJA.2 car <i!tachedgarage,dosetocampus,
$350perperson.Call217-24o-3111 for more
details.
__________________419

CAMPUSEDGEAPT.forsubleaseinfaD2010.
2011 on 9th Street. 3 Bedrooms, fully furnished,freetanningandlaundry.Olly$385a
month. For more information please caD 773-

for 2010.11. 4 BR. WID, turn, pking, big
SOeet1/cable. Dave232-1545.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

__________________ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

ble, WID,dshwasher,offstreet parking and
more. www.gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _419

~Sub lessors

www.uni~

Washer/dryer & garbage induded. 10 Mo
lease $260 per stu<i!nt. CaD 345-6257

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _40

CountrySchoolhouse Presd:iool is now ac-

5/3

Campus VJew Suites (Marty's apts). One left

NOW LEASING FOR 10/11 SCHOOL YEAA
Large 5 bdrm house at 1109 4th Street

501 TAYLOR THREE BEDROOM HOUSE,
CARPETED,GASHEAT,AICCLOSETOCAMPUS. 345-9462

www4Jadgerrmtals.corn 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _419

Experience preferred 345-3082
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _419

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

__________________ 00

3BRHouse,2Blocksfi"ornEIU.Washer/dl)l?t",
D/W, $250 per bedroom Fall 2010.3488286

345-1513 or stop by5086th St. 1o-6 Mfand
10.3Sat
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _412
cepting applications for child care assistants
for summer and the 2010.2011 school year.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
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BATTLEGROUND, from page 12
"You get off the bus and you are ready
to go to battle," Schuette said.
Eastern's outfielders have been making big plays at their positions, which
will benefit the Panthers against SEMO,
who has a free-swinging lineup.
Numerous times this weekend,
Schuette said the outfield made big,
unlikely plays.
"They're doing the upper level stuff
right now, which I'm really pleased
with," she said.
Schuette said the outfield's success
is due to outfield coach AI Schuette's
guidance.
"Coach AI Schuette has done a nice

job of taking the outfield to the next
level," she said.
The outfielder's competitive spirit
has picked up this season, according to
Schuette. She thinks it's a good thing.
"Most of all, they are having fun
out there," Schuette said. "AI gives
them a score 1- 10 after each game, so
they're competitive because he doesn't
give out as many nines or 1Os."
Sophomore right fielder Jen Saucier
has filled in nicely for designated player Denee' Menzione, Schuette said. She
said Saucier is the Panthers' ultimate
utility player but right now she has
shined in right field

9

REPLACING, from page 12
"All of sudden, we threw her out
there in some practices and then, voila, she's playing in a game," she said.
The key in today's doubleheader,
Schuette said, will be controlling the
Redhawks' free-swinging offense.
"They don't run much and their
pitching is average, so we want to
keep their free swingers off the bases,"
Schuette said.
The doubleheader's opener is slated
to begin at 4 p.m.
Alex McNamee can be reached
at 581-7944
or admcnamee@eiu.edu.

COMICS
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE BY STE PHAN PAS TIS

f>IG PtSCO'IUED
H6' HAS A
80tHJCY BVTT.
~E'THI~KS IT:S

ASUKRPOI.iR.

started a career at goalkeeper. But Perala is excited about her potential.
Bringing in a Charleston native gives
Perala another unique aspect to her incoming class, as O'Dell will be the only
local athlete on next season's roster.

Lauren Hoppensteadt,
defender/midfielder

kind of wait to see what she's going to
do next," Perala said.
Aside from her ability in the attacking third, Perala said she likes how
Wampler is a multi-faceted player.
"She'll be one of the players that
comes in and makes an impact right
off the bat," Perala said.

Brenna Vogel, defender

The Oswego native is one of the
more versatile recruits Perala has signed
as part of an overall versatile class.
"We're not 100 percent sure where
she'll be utilized the best," Perala said.
"She's a decent defender, decent in the
midfield, but the fact that she's able to
be versatile is a good thing."

The 5-foot-8 Naperville native brings
size to the Panthers backline, which
doesn't fearure much size currently.
Along with size, Perala said she is
excited about Vogel's field presence,
which isn't too flashy but is composed
enough to win possession.

Megan Rogers, midfielder

Cassidi Dietz, defender

Rogers is one of two Bloomington
natives fearured in Perala's class and Perala expects Rogers to be a special player.
Perala expects the Normal Community star to contribute at the center-midfield position, using her great
vision to spread the field. On set pieces, Perala said Rogers is especially dangerous and unique with the talent she
has for hitting great free kicks.
"She nailed a couple great free kick
opportunities when I went to see her
play a couple times," Perala said. "I
was like, ' Holy cats! She shoots like a
guy!' She is really good."
Perala won the race for Rogers,
beating out in-state rival illinois State.
Rogers chose Eastern after getting
good vibes during a visit.
"It felt right," Rogers said. "I liked
the atmosphere and it's not too far
from home."

Perala expects Dietz to add good,
contributing depth to the team's backline with her competitive personality
and athletic skills.
"To have that personality in the back
where she's not scared to go after the
ball and get in the mix and get some
hits, but be composed to start an attack
is going to be huge for us," Perala said.

Jenna Wampler, forward
Another Bloomington native,
Wampler is also a teammate of Rogers' on the lllinois Fusion club team.
Perala said she expects Wampler to
be an exciting, dangerous player, who
will create many career highlights.
"She's one of those players that
when she has the ball at her feet you

Caitlin Greene, defender
The Freeport native is the ninth
and latest recruit to be added to Perala's recruiting class, and was a multisport athlete in high school, playing
volleyball, basketball and soccer.
Perala expects Greene to be a versatile athlete during her career, playing
defense but having the ability to do
many things. The nine-player recruiting class has given Perala more hope
for the future, saying that this season's
class will be another step in the process to compete in the OVC.
"With the class we have coming in,
I think we could quite well challenge
(at the top of the OVC)," Perala said.
"Knock on wood."
Alex McNamee can be reached
at 581-7944
or admcnamee@eiu.edu_
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For rent

LovewhereYOOive_w:Jikou: il Y~gym,invite

friends to YOOR cklbhouse, tan in YOUR taming
bed, enjc¥ YOOR v.elk~n doset get ready il YOOR
ownbat!Yoom,dolal.ndyinYOORwasheranddyer,and save Y~ money by rentilg a 2bdrmf.2ba
$489, 3bcim/3ba $415, deposit $99•.5ave YOUR
time, save YOOR money, come to Campus Poilte.
We II pay for you- v.eter, trash, cable, iltemet, and
btwn S00.$75 cif your eleclric bil apartmentseiu
com 34Sf001

_____________________cOO

I

For rent

b<th,kitcherv1Mngarea,lal.ndyroom,big backyard
BehildG'eekCout.$375/month.345-3353

I

For rent

4bectoomhouse,N'aylease. 6bectoom~Air
gust lease Closetocamp..~S. 34%.533

______________________.oo

______________________.oo

5bedroom houseforstudenls. Fal201 Q Hardwood
floors, dishwasher, washer/dyer basement. Very
nice. Across from OBrien Reid No Pets. 345-7286

3 bectoom nice house,4 blocks from ~cen
tral ai', washer/dyer, dishv.esher, bar, pali<ilg. 217·
2024456

WMV,jwiliamsremls.com

______________________.oo

______________________.oo

NON LEASING FOR HYI1 5a-IOOl. YEAR! Large 5

2bectoomapts.allldO:sildu:ted,j..tsteastciG'eek

bdm house at 11094th Street Washer/dyer &gar·

Coort 345-7000or549-261 5
______________________.oo

bageinduded 10mo.lease. $260perstudent Cal
34%2.57.

Large, aose to campus 2 BR apts. Water, electric,
parl<ing, CNer 100channel cable~. and ilter·
net all included at a low, low price of $395 per student Pet Fria:ldfy'. S100OFF &st ITIOI'"dl's rerd Call
or Text 217·273-2()18
______________________00

B~l«::geTownhouse: 10.11 schoolyear...Walkingdstancetocampus,38R25bathrooms.washer/
dryer il uM, full kitchen w/ dishwasher, trash and
parl<ing included, furnished option available, !em
montHyrert. Cal 217·sos.aa35

EXTRANICE, 1 BEDROOMAPrS,closetoBU.$325525 rent Includes trash pickup, wi'eless iltanet and
pali<ilg. Localft cmned &managed No Pets. 345Tl?Jj WMV,jwiliamsremls.com
______________________00

6 bedroom, 2 b<th, AIC. washer &dyer, $350 eacl\
1521 2nd St. 345-3273

PUS.CAI.l217493-75590Rrrrye;Jhome.com

______________________.oo

JOIN ll-E EXPERENCB At~ Pointe Apart·
ments we'll pay for you-w<ter, trasl\ cable lV, inter·
net and ~ro~ell give you a ITIOI'"dlft eleclricallcM<ance
NOOOE8.5EINTO'M'JINQLOESA1.11HSIN1HER
RENTIWe c:Xfer 2 bedroom/2 b<throom ard 3bedroom I 3 b<throom l.llits with cishwashers, microwaves,washers and dyers, v.el<-i'l closets,and priva-

NICE 2 8EDROQ'v1 API'S, dose to BU. From $250to
350 perpersol\ inclides wi'eless iltemet trash pick14> &parl<i~ Localy cmned &managed No Pets.
345-Tl?Jj WMV.p..iliamsrenals..rom

_____________________cOO

Take a lool<! Bealtiful2 stay~ cod styled home
forre:~tat 1508 Fi'st street ~elyfumishedfor
%or 7 persons Hardwood floors, leaha' furritu'e,
new maple~desksand chests, ilnetSplilg
mattresses and more. 2 side by side refrigetators,
washer and dryer, ful basement, central air, large
yard, 2 1/21:ahs,6 key locked bedrooms. $320 per
persor~. Call..oo<t232·7651 AvaiableAugust2010,
11::.1ockN.ciOBrien
______________________00
GantVe~o~ Apartments: 4 bediOOIT\ 2 ful b<th, hJy

______________________oo
.

2 BR Apt> 5 rrinutewal< from carllJUS. AI incllsive
ratesavailable. $100c:Xf1stmonth'srent G-ear Deal
217·273-2()18
______________________.oo

ExtremelydosetocarllJUS. 3&4 BRApt>1/21::.1ock
fi'omRecCa:1ter. fuatDeal<t$325/each. $100cif
1st months rent Cal 217·273-2()18
______________________.oo

Large, close to campus 1bedroom apartments. Water, electricity,CNer 100 chamel cable package, and
irtemet al included at a !em, low price ci $Srotmon
fors~ $1 OOOFF first ITIOI'"dl's rert! Pet Fria:ldft.
Call or text 217·273-2()18.

______________________.oo

WMV.tricOU'Ityrng.Com
______________________.00
FOR FAI.1201 0: 7 BEDRClQ'v1, 2 KITOlEN, 2 LMNG
ROO'v1, 2 BAl1-RClO'v1 HOUSE WITH HUGE BACK·
YAPD AND FRCMI'rnCH INll-E HEARTO: CfW't.
______________________.oo

I-OVB,IXREXES,4,3,or6Bectooms.BUZZARD1
Bl.<XK W/D,C/A.4 Bectoomwith 2Baths345-3253

--------------------~00
1-K:JMES: 5,4 &3 Bedrooms.~ 1 Block. WID,
C/A. DN/2 B<ths. 345-3253

--------------------~00
A'operty available on 7th St. 4& 5 Bectoom House.
Cal217-~709.

--------------------~00
--------------------~00

CWETONNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2. &, 3 BEDROQ'v1S.
CLOSE TO CAM'US. 4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE
FROM34%533
--------------------~00

--------------------~00

itReq.iredv.itha~~

_____________________cOO

1,2. 3,and4bect~ Trashandparl<ing ilck.ided.
G'e<t kx3ion. Cal 217·345-2.363.

and fitness center, tanllng oo&ty, meda lounge ard
al ci OU' outdoor amenties. PRICES STARTAT $41 Sl
$99seruriydepositVISt~.com oreal
217·34Sf>001 for more ilfo.

4 80, 2 BAlHAPr. 1140Edgar Dr. Furrished $350or
Unhmished $325 each. Nice, Large and New! 217·
34%100 www.jensenrentals..rom

WMV.<llarlestonl.Apts.com

______________________.oo

1bedroom~closetoGJrl1lUS. He<t,v.eter,
parl<ingandtrashilck.ided. 34%.533.
______________________00

cy~ You'l alsoenjc¥our24hcuc~erlab

NEWONEBEDROQ'v1APrSAVAl.ABLEAUG2010,
v.esher/dryer, dshwasher, central heat &ale, very
nice&qliet WMV.~entals..rom 34&-8249

______________________oo
.

P£TSWB.C<A'v181,2.3,AN04bectoomciJplexes.
Cable,lrtemet,andWaterindu::ted.Call345-1400
______________________00

--------------------~00

ANANST.APTS.CPtL345-1266.

itiesinduded,ldsci~Q-jy$415periTIOI'"dlard

GantVte!N ApartrTlero: 5 bedroom duplex, 21/2

fulyfurrished ciJplexesard homes with 14>to 1600
sq. ft. FREE cable, FREEv.eter, FREE iltemet,and FREE
trash!furesidentsbietheful sizewasheranddyer, cishwasher and the queen size beds that each
home comes with. k'syou-choice. 6, 10,or 12 month
ildMcilalleases!We c:XfEr roommate matchilg and
ashu:deseM.cetocarllJUS. PETSWB.COfv'fll Cal us
todat <t 345-1400orl.15«OU'website<tWMV.univa'·
sityl.ilagehousilg.com
______________________00

Stopl:1yorcaiiUnoolnv.ood-AnetreeAplrtrner1:sfor
yourStucio 1,2, and 3 bectoom apa~ Rent
youcan<ifordardyoucanv.el<tocarTlJUS! Cal 345600l or stop 1:1t 2219 9th Street #17 or emai us a:
lilcpneapts@oonsolid<ted.net

roorns$375-$500.Cai234-7368.NOseruriy~

______________________.oo

Now renting forFal 2010,4 bectoom house. W/in
wal<ilg distance tDC<llllJUS. Call345-2467

NON LEASING 1, 2. 3, and 4 bedroom houses! ErPf
FREE tanllng beds, a fitness certer and game 10011'\

For rent

Apartments on the square. ffficiency 1and 2 bed-

FOR FALUand 3 beet~ lncividualleases,al utJ.

______________________.oo

FOR FAI.1201 QVERr'NICE 1,2. 3, 4, 6, 7,8BIDROOM
HOUSES, TONNHOJSES,ANDAPARTMENTS. All
EXCB.lENTLOCAll<l'IS. FOR~INFORMAlm
CAll US AT 217493-7559 OR WMVmyeiuhome.
com
______________________00

I

FALL 10.11: 1, 2 &3 BR API'S. WATER& lRASH INQLVED. Pl.fN1Y 0: Off.~ PARKING. BlJCH.

______________________oo
.

fumishedf¥:rc6SfioolRecCa:lta'.$395/rnc:lrdl.3453353
______________________00

For rent

_____________________cOO

For Lease Fall2010! 2-6 bedroom houses, ge<t kx:aticosand rates, WMVblliorg 217·2]3.{J)75

can befumishedorl.llfumishedVIs«~
comorcai34Sf001 fordetak

I

_____________________cOO

_____________________cOO
January Sernesrer. 2 BR Apt> 5 or 6 mon.lease options. Cal Lilcc:hvood Piletree Apt> 34S{OOJ

______________________.oo

_____________________cOO

For Rent 2010.2011. WMV.itta<enrentals.com217·

Uncolnw:xxl Pinetree Apts. has 1st semester apts.
avaiable begilllng August 2010. 34%000
______________________00

276-681)7
______________________.00

--------------------~00
--------------------~00

Oosetocampus, 3 80 house, 2010.2011 school yr.
Largeyard, W/D,/VC& 1m~ 10.12 mo. lease
trash inclided. $350/pErson. 549-5402
--------------------~00

Large380houseforrert,2010.2011 schoolyr.W!O,
1-EA/C&HEfunace,trashinduded 10.12mo.~
$30Qipersorl. 549-5402

--------------------~00

280apartma:lttrash&v.«minckxled,fumisheq 10
or12monthlease,$265/person, 11112rd5t.nextto
Gty Pail<, cal 348-5427
--------------------~00
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with Justin Washington, senior thrower

Finding balance on and off the field
Washington uses
expenences,
Zen to excel
Dion Martorano
Staff Reporter
Life is full of struggles and senior
thrower Justin Washington knows
that all too well.
When he was younger his parents split up and his family bounced
around.
" I did not grow up with a silver spoon in my mouth," Washington said. "There was a whole lot of
moving around. I bounced around
from place to place. Preny much at
the start of every school year I was
in a different school and a different
town. It wasn't until the end of junior high and start of high school
that I actually had somewhere
steady ro stay."
Washington said he was a troublemaker growing up and didn't always fit in. He also had authority
issues.
Washington has a twin sister and a
brother who used to star in football at
Northern IUinois University.
"My older brother was everything
you could ask for in a brother and so
much more," Washington said. "A lot
of who I am is from my brother. We
took a lot of the same paths academically and athletically. He is a good
person to model yourself after and I
think I did that."
He said he and his twin sister have
a special bond and no matter the issues between them, the bond will
never break.
Washington started out at the University ofWisconsin-Platteville before
transferring to Eastern.
"I transferred because I didn't fit
in the way I wanted to be fitting in
there," Washington said. "It was quite
different culturally from what I am
used to in northeastern Illinois. I
come from the suburbs of Chicago.
The way people operate and think;
their views and opinions differed
greatly from mine."
His mother was barding cancer at
the time so that caused a distraction
for him since he wanted to be back
home with her.
While at UW-P he tried some different things to become more "Zen"
and centered to be a better overall
person.

Poetry and yoga has been used by
Washington to safely vent and to become more level headed.
" I like to experiment with my
body," Washington said. " I like to
do new age exercises and new styles
of lifting. I did do yoga religiously
my freshman and sophomore year
of college. I am all about being
Zen. A level head and a clear mind.
That is the way I compete. A chaotic mind equals a chaotic performance.
"I used to be really mean and violent and aggressive and all that did
was got me nowhere or in trouble
constantly. It wasn't until I mellowed
out and became more Zen, things got
bener for me."
After he decided to transfer, he was
going to illinois State University before
coming to Eastern at the last second
" I had everything lined up to go
to Illinois State, I had the schedule completed," Washington said.
" ISU was probably going ro be the
school, but the problem was I was
going to be just a regular student. I
was like two seconds away from going to ISU, but I ended up here, so
I guess it is fate."
At Eastern, Washington has been a
solid thrower.
Throwing coach Jessica Sommerfeld is confident in Washington's ability and thinks he can win an OVC
Championship medal.
However, Sommerfeld said he has
to still improve.
"Justin can be very challenging
to coach," Sommerfeld said. " He
has worked very hard and has come
a long way from the first day I met
him. Justin needs to find a way to
connect his mind and his body.
When this happens he will be an excellent thrower."
Justin has now been at Eastern
for a few years and admits it has been
rough at times.
" I want to say I finished the
way I wanted to finish upon graduation," Washington said. " I don't
want to have any regrets academically. I mean, that is the worst feeling you can have, regretting things.
You are a student first and an athlete second. I am not going to be
throwing a discus or hammer for
the rest of my life."

Dion Martorano can be reached
at 581-7944
or dmmanorano@eiu.edu.

Panther Pantry

Grant View

Apartments

'

Krispy Kreme doughnuts for Sale Every Thursday. 7am!

•e
DOZEN

Monday - Thursday ... 8:00am - 7:00pm
Friday ..............................8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday.......................l O:OOam - 4:00pm
Sudnay................................Noon - 4:00pm

217-581-8314

1 / 2 DOZEN

Martin Luther King,Jr. •
University Union
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~------------------
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• Extremely close to
campus
• Trash and parking
included in rent
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I SPOTLIGHT

Vaulters aim high,
steadily rise to top
Coach believes
women's
vaulting is on
the way up
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter
Alyssa Donner capped off her
high school career with a state
championship.
She's finding out college pole
vaulting isn't quite the same.
The Eastern freshman won the
Class 1A IHSA state championship last season for Princeton at 10
feet, 10 inches.
Her biggest vault for the Eastern women's track team this season has been 10-6.
Fellow Eastern freshman Abby
Schmitz went 10'6" at the Ohio
Valley Conference indoor championships.
For her, this is a personal best
but it's only just the beginning.
She never vaulted above nine
feet in high school, and walked
on to the track team earlier this
year.
Eastern assistant track coach
Kyle Ellis is trying to break the
bad habits of Schmitz and Donner and trying to build the Eastern women's pole vault program.
"In high school, they just pole
vaulted," he said. "That's about
it. They have to get in the weight
room. They're definitely getting
adjusted to college athletics."
At the beginning, he had to
teach the proper habits and then
within the past three or four
months, he's finally been able to
teach more sound techniques and
helping them become better athletes at the same time.
"It's hard in meets because you
want to go back to what is comfortable," Ellis said.

Ellis knows from experience, as
he didn't have the best training at
Cowley Community College in
Arkansas City, Kan.
But Ellis turned his time around
at Eastern and holds the men's indoor pole vault record.
Knowing Ellis' pedigree is why
Donner and Schmitz have so
much respect and admiration for
their coach.
" It's exciting," Schmitz said.
"Kyle knows so much more than
anyone did in high school. He's an
amazing coach."
Getting Schmitz and Donner to hit their top marks hasn't
been easy since Donner has gone
through some ankle and back
problems. Schmitz has also gone
through ankle problems as well
this season.
''I'm sure they've been frustrated all year," Eastern head coach
Tom Akers said.
Donner is an example of someone who's had to overhaul her approach to the event.
She had to work on her speed, the
vaulting at the end of the event and
where she even grips the pole before
she takes off down the runway.
"It's definitely rewarding," Donner said of the adjustments. "It
was frustrating in the beginning."
The pole vault is a tricky
enough sport, especially when the
sport moves outdoors.
"I think we're now at the point
where we realize we only have so
much more time before conference," Schmitz said. "As a crew, I
think we're only realizing our potential. If we all come together in
our practices ... we should be able
to get there. I think we all have
the potential to (be near the top of
theOVC)."
Nothing is a guarantee and
the pole vault has been contested in the OVC only since 2002,
and just like the men's pole
vault, the winning height fluctuates from year to year.

The 2002 winner won the OVC
with a vault of 10-6.
In 2005, former Eastern vaulter Nicolene Galas won the OVC
championships with a vault of
11 '11.75".
Austin Peay has been the exception for the past couple of
seasons.
Austin Peay's Carrie Burggraf
won the pole vault last season at
the OVC's with a vault of 12'4".
In the process, she set the OVC
pole vault record for the outdoor
season.
During the indoor season earlier this year, Burggraf won the
OVC championship again and
set the indoor pole vault record
with a vault of 13 feet.
Burggraf and fellow Austin
Peay senior Molly Bartkiewicz
did even better but didn't make
the NCAA Championships during the indoor season. Bartkiewicz went 13-06.50, and Burggraf finished with a vault of 1302.50 toward the end of 2010
indoor season.
"We have a lot of room to
grow," Schmitz said. " I think
that's exciting. We have a lot of
time left."
Schmitz got a chance to see an
accomplished women's pole vaulter on Saturday at the EIU Invitational at O'Brien Field.
Indiana State senior pole vaulter
Kyle Hutson won, but with ease.
Hutson's vault of 13'94" is not her
best but, like Schmitz said, the
outdoor season is tricky.
Hutson has won the pole vault
at the last two NCAA indoor
championships and won at last
year's outdoor championships.
Schmitz said its been great to
see Hutson vault twice this year
because she knows what a quality pole vaulter can do at the collegiate level.
"She's a great girl," Schmitz said.
"She's always there to talk to us."
Schmitz knows Hutson is a
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Junior Anci Borozan pole vaults during the EIU Quad Meet Saturday.
great influence but knows there's a
different gap.
Eastern's top mark in the indoor vault is 12'5" by Mary Wood
in 2005, and the top outdoor
mark (11 '11 .75") was set by Tricia
Gaumer in 2007.
Schmitz and Donner want to
reach the top of the records.
"Now we're just bound to keep
moving and moving up,'' Schmitz
said.

By the numbers
Abby Schmitz
Alyssa Donner

10'6" in OVC Indoor
10'11.88" at EIU Invite
10'11.88" in at EIU

Invite
Mary Wood

12'5" (2005) holds indoor

record
Tricia Gaumer

11'11.75 (2007) holds

outdoor record
Kevin Murphy can be reached

at 581-7944
or kjmurphy@eiu.edu.
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Big loss, big 'laughing stock' in St. Louis
Panthers
embarassed
by Billikens, 15-3

"When you have
a pitcher not
knowing what
we are doing, it
doesn't help."

By Bob Bajek
Sports Editor
Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz
can take a joke, but he found nothing
funny in how his Panthers were annihilated 15-3 Tuesday by Saint Louis
on the road.
"Very bad day," Schmitz said. ''At
the end of the game, Saint Louis was
freakin' laughing at our asses. If that
doesn't motivate us, I don't know
what will."
The Panthers (4- 19) did not make
it happen with their pitching, with
the throwers issuing 10 walks and
three hit batsmen.
The Billikens (14- 12) also had three
major scoring innings in the third,
seventh and eighth of four or more
runs each.
Saint Louis drew first blood as freshman pitcher Troy Barton (0-3) hit Saint
Louis junior left fielder Cody Cotter

Jim Schmitz, head coach
with a pitch. Cotter stole second base
and scored on a throwing error from
sophomore catcher Gerik Wallsten.
The Panthers retaliated in the second
when junior shortstop Cam Strang and
junior designated hitter Ryan Voitik
both had RBI hits for a 2- 1lead. Bitlikens sophomore catcher Connor Gandossy tied it in the bottom half with an
RBI double.
The third inning was when the
dam broke, as the Billikens tallied
five runs.
The rally started when Barton
gave up hits to sophomore right
fielder Jerry Mancuso and senior
first baseman Danny Brock from

runners on second and third and
one out.
Schmitz called for a walk to Saint
Louis' No. 6 hitter, junior third baseman Jon Myers, but Barton threw a
3 -0 pitch down the middle. Myers
had a double that drove in Mancuso
and Brock for a 4-2 Billiken lead.
"Troy Barton is a freshman arm
and was not very sharp," Schmitz said.
"When you have a pitcher not knowing
what we are doing, it doesn't help."
Three more runs were surrendered
in the third.
Schmitz had to use five bullpen pitchers to finish the game, but freshman
pitcher Brian Hanning and red-shirt
pitcher George Kalousek gave up seven
of eight runs in the seventh and eighth.
"We are continuing to find ways to
lose," Schmitz said.
Eastern will continue Ohio Valley
Conference action beginning with a
Friday doubleheader against Austin
Peay (13- 10, 2- 1 OVC). The opening pitch is scheduled for 1 p.m. at
Coaches Stadium.

Bob Bajek can be reached
at 581-7944 or rtbajek@eiu.edu.

SOFTBALL AT SOUTHEAST MISSOURI, 4 P. M.
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Freshman infielder Ryan Dineen dives for a ground ball March 23 against
Chicago State at Coaches Stadium.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Coach replaces
six with nine
Perala brings
in versatile
recruiting class
By Alex McNamee
Assistant Sports Editor
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Freshman outfielder Melise Brown gets congratulated by her teammates after getting the game-winning hit
against Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis Wednesday afternoon at Williams Field.

Battlefield set in Cape Girardeau
bleheader beginning at 4 p.m.
Of the three games the Panthers
and Redhawks played against each
other last season, the Panthers biggest
embarrassment was in front of a home
crowd, losing 11-3 at WiUiams Field.
"It was kind of ugly last year," junior pitcher Amber May said. "With
the way we are playing now, we want
to show them that we're not the team
we were last year."
Coming off a three-win effort this
weekend, May will be rested and

By Alex McNamee
Assistant Sports Editor
Last season, Southeast Missouri
swept the Eastern softball team in the
two teams' season series, with the Panthers largest loss in the series coming
at home.
Today, the Panthers look to prove
to the Redhawks that they aren't the
same team that lost three games to
them last season as they will travel to
Cape Girardeau, Mo. to play a dou-

ready to pitch the first of two today.
"'The day off on Monday helped me,"
May said. "I threw a little bit (Tuesday)
and got loose. I felt pretty good."
Eastern head coach Kim Schuette
said her team will not lack motivation
when they arrive at SEMO today because the Redhawks have always been
a big rival. Despite SEMO being 1016 corning into today's game, Schuette
expects the Redhawks to fight in a warlike environment against Eastern.

BATTLEFIELD, page 9

Nine high school soccer stars have
signed off the next four years of their career to develop in front of Panther fans.
Eastern women's soccer head coach
Summer Perala announced an eightplayer recruiting class Feb. 18, and has
sense added one more prospect to the
list of commitments. With six Panthers
graduating, Perala said the incoming
class of freshmen features nine girls who
can immediately contribute.
''Almost everyone who has committed can come in and will be able to contribute," Perala said. "'They're excited to
come and be a part of this program."
In her first recruiting class as a collegiate head coach, Perala said she is
bringing in many versatile athletes:

Samantha Rail, forward/
midfielder
Perala went all over the country to
reel in athletes, including the Phoenix,
Ariz. native, who has Midwestern ties.
Rail's speed as a forward and midfielder has been compared to current
Panthers red-shirt freshman forward
Ashley Streid, the roster's fastest player.
"If you think Ashley Streid is fast,
I want to put those two in a foot race

in preseason just to see who is faster,"
Perala said.
For RaU, choosing Eastern was obvious once she visited the campus and
immediately fell in love with it.
"I toured the school and fell in
love with it," Rail said. "I want to live
somewhere cold and different than
here in Arizona.."
In signing Rail, Perala beat out a
couple Eastern rivals. Rail was also
considering Ohio Valley Conference
foe Jacksonville State, as well as instate rival Northern Illinois.

Nicole Hutchinson, forward
From San Antonio, Texas, Hutchinson is a forward that Perala described
as a truck and gutsy player who can
tries to get any piece of the ball.
While Perala is excited to have
Hutchinson skills, she almost couldn't
be recruited to Eastern after Perala originally thought she had committed to Texas-El Paso. When Perala
and Hutchinson met at a tournament,
Hutchinson said UTEP wasn't a good
fit. So Perala pounced on the opportunity and eventually signed her.

Brittany O'Dell, goalkeeper
O 'Dell was a multi-sport athlete,
playing both basketball and soccer at
Charleston High School, which benefited the local star by giving her good
hands.
Perala said O'Dell is a sponge at
this point in her career, just having
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EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE

Softball

Men and women's tennis

Softball

Baseball

Men's tennis

Today at Southeast Missouri
4 p.m. - Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Friday at Jacksonville State
10 a.m. - Jacksonville, AI.

Friday at Morehead State
Noon - Morehead, AI.

Friday vs. Austin Peay
1 p.m. - Coaches Stadium

Saturday vs. Tennessee State
10 a.m. - Darling Courts

NATIONAL SPORTS
NHL
Lightning at Penguins
6:30 p.m. on VS

NHL
Blackhawks at Wild
7 p.m. on CSN

Tennis
Sony Ericson Open
8 p.m. on FSN

Women's soccer
Mexico at U.S.
8 p.m. on ESPN2

NBA
Warriors at Jazz
9 p.m. on ESPN

For more
please see
eiupanthers.
com

